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An Assessment of Statistical Process Control-Based Approaches for Charting Student Evaluation Scores

Abstract
We compare three control charts for monitoring data from student evaluations of teaching (SET) with the goal of improving student satisfaction with teaching performance. The two charts that we propose are a modified $p$ chart and a z-score chart. We show that these charts overcome some of the shortcomings of the more traditional charts for analyzing SET data. A comparison of three charts (an individual's chart, the modified $p$ chart, and the z-score chart) reveals that the modified $p$ chart is the best approach for analyzing SET data because it utilizes distributions that are appropriate for categorical data, and its interpretation is more straightforward. We conclude that administrators and faculty alike can benefit by using the modified $p$ chart to monitor and improve teaching performance as measured by student evaluations.
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We compare three control charts for monitoring data from student evaluations of teaching (SET) with the goal of improving student satisfaction with teaching performance. The two charts that we propose are a modified $p$ chart and a $z$-score chart. We show that these charts overcome some of the shortcomings of the more traditional charts for analyzing SET data. A comparison of three charts (an individuals chart, the modified $p$ chart, and the $z$-score chart) reveals that the modified $p$ chart is the best approach for analyzing SET data because it utilizes distributions that are appropriate for categorical data, and its interpretation is more straightforward. We conclude that administrators and faculty alike can benefit by using the modified $p$ chart to monitor and improve teaching performance as measured by student evaluations.

Introduction

Previous research has dealt with the analysis of teaching evaluation, but such analysis has concentrated on exploring the variables that have significant effects on student evaluation of teaching (SET) scores, such as age (Centra, 1993), gender (Feldman, 1977), and education level (McKeachie, 1979). Other research in the education and economic literatures has examined the linkages between evaluation of teaching performance with merit pay, tenure, and promotion (Katz, 1973; Marsh & Dillon, 1980; Siegfried & White, 1973). Most of those studies, however, ignored or discounted a major purpose for analyzing the evaluation data set, which is to effectively monitor and improve instructor performance and student satisfaction levels. A recent exception is Marks and Connell (2003), who proposed the use of an individuals chart to monitor instructor performance. Another exception is Ozgur and Strasser (2004), who
recommended the t distribution as the best solution to construct confidence intervals and test hypotheses when the population standard deviation is unknown. In this article, we argue that these approaches are not appropriate for SET data. In searching for the best approach to analyze SET data, we applied the modified p chart (Wardell & Candia, 1996) and a z-score chart to course evaluation data for 3 years from the business school in a large university in the United States. Based on the comparison, we recommend the use of the modified p chart because it is more appropriate for SET data and because of its ability to identify special causes of variation in instructor performance.

The purpose of our article, therefore, is not to argue the inherent validity (or lack thereof) of student evaluation data. Instead, because such data are ubiquitous and used frequently in the evaluation of teaching effectiveness, we focus on how SET data can be used to evaluate and ultimately improve student satisfaction with instructor performance. In particular, by carefully studying special causes signaled by control charts, instructors and administrators will be able to find ways to meet the educational needs of the students. They may also be able to see when course level factors such as whether the class is required, its level, enrollment size, and so on have an effect on the student evaluation scores.

In the next section, we review the literature on SET data that is relevant to our work. In subsequent sections, we describe and then compare the charts noted above. We end with concluding comments and provide directions for additional work.

**Previous Studies**

Cashin (1995) had reported that more than 1,500 books and articles dealt with student ratings of instruction. The number increased to 2,000 in 1998 as reported by Wilson (1998). Generally, previous studies found that ratings on the different dimensions of teaching that SET forms measure are positively correlated with student achievement on multiple-choice tests (Herbert & Lawrence, 1997; Sylvia & Phillip, 1997). The validity of SET and the relationships between it and faculty research productivity have also been studied (Kanagaretnam, Mathieu, & Thevaranjan, 2003; Stratton, Steven, & Randall, 1994; Wallace & Wallace, 1998).

Rather than arguing the inherent validity of student evaluation data (Davis, 1995), there is another stream of research that focuses on the analysis of such data. As suggested by Mesak and Jauch (1991), the two leading purposes for faculty evaluation in institutions of higher education today are to improve performance (Brightman, 1987; Evans, 1986) and to provide the rationale for faculty personnel decisions such as merit pay, tenure, and promotion. Mesak (1991) examined how institutions of higher education might operationalize performance evaluation as related to research, teaching, and service and proposed a model that allows coupling performance evaluation and relevant market considerations with merit pay, tenure, and promotional decisions. Brightman, Elliott, and Bhada (1993) adopted an innovative norm report, which provides comparative percentile data on the six factors underlying their 33-item questionnaire. Their study suggested that faculty receiving low percentile scores should review
the questionnaire items which load highly on the factors to develop a self-improvement plan, or ask what others have done to achieve high percentile scores on each factor.

Starting from the quality control perspective, Martin (1998) studied the problems associated with student evaluations and suggested those problems were created by a whole set of flawed assumptions related to the design of the higher education system. Those flawed assumptions include the view that concentrating on the performance of individuals is the key to optimizing the performance of the system, and individual performances are independent and can be measured separately. Based on Deming’s theory, he argued that a solution will require systematic change and that faculty and administrators should stop treating each course separately and form cross-functional teams to ensure continuous improvement in higher education systems.

As used in quality management, one way to facilitate process improvement is the implementation of control charts. Such charts provide a way to monitor performance over time and to look for process changes, which are indicated by points outside of the control limits (Evans & Lindsay, 1999). In some processes, points outside the limits indicate that the process has deteriorated, while in other instances such points indicate a possible improvement. By investigating the special causes of points outside of the control limits, process owners can determine how to improve the process in the future.

Using such an approach, Marks and Connell (2003) applied statistical control charts to analyze SET data. They plotted individual evaluation scores and residuals from a regression model, in which the teachers’ summary rating is expressed as a function of the student’s expected grade. They calculated the control limits for the individuals chart as \( \bar{x} \pm 2 \frac{s}{\sqrt{n}} \), where \( \bar{x} \) is the grand mean of all observations examined, \( s \) is the control chart factor that depends on the subgroup size, and \( n \) is the mean of the ranges of subgroups into which the data are divided. The multiplier \( 2 \) is used to create tighter limits so as to detect changes more quickly (at the expense of more frequent false alarms). Marks and Connell (2003) concluded that the instructor’s performance is unusual only when a rating (or residual from their regression model) is outside of the control limits.

We believe that there are three potential problems with Marks and Connell’s (2003) approach. First, their implementation did not include any time element. As noted by Evans and Lindsay (1999), control charts are generally constructed on the basis of a time series of continuous observations. In contrast, the Marks and Connell (2003) approach was essentially a series of hypothesis tests shown graphically over instructors instead of over time. Specifically, Marks and Connell’s random sampling assumed that there was no natural time order for the average instructor ratings and they randomly selected samples of size 2 by pooling the data set. In their study, they looked at only between-group variation and completely ignored within-group variation. Although their result shows differences between instructors, it conveys no information regarding how well each instructor performs over time.
Second, use of individuals control charts assumes several things about the data that are not met when SET data are used. For example, Wardell and Candia (1996) described the deficiencies of \( \bar{x} \) charts (which are similar to the individuals chart proposed by Marks and Connell (2003)) when applied to customer satisfaction survey data, which SET data essentially are. The main problems are that the data are categorical and hence not normal (which means that the control chart constant multiplying the average range is especially not appropriate for estimating the standard deviation), and the sample sizes are often large (larger than those that are used in control chart constant tabulations) and vary, thereby making implementation of traditional Shewhart charts complicated.

Finally, the Marks and Connell approach appears to ignore class size. Their approach uses mean scores for each course, but then treats the means as individual observations. We believe that the size of the class is important when considering evaluation scores, and hence prefer to use them as part of the input to the control chart analysis. Therefore, in our opinion, the Marks and Connell (2003) approach needs refinement, which we provide in the next section.

**Proposed Alternative Control Charts**

To overcome the shortcomings of traditional control charts when applied to SET data, we propose two alternatives. These charts can be used on categorical data and are not difficult to implement even when sample sizes are large and vary.

**Modified p Chart**

Wardell and Candia (1996) pointed out in their research on hospital satisfaction data that nonnormally distributed observations from surveys with categorical scales and unequal sample sizes made it difficult to apply Shewhart charts to survey data. Without forcing normality on the original data, they proposed the modified \( p \) chart (an extension of the \( p \) chart), which does not assume the normal distribution (and, in fact, utilizes distributions that are appropriate for categorical data) and allows the control limits to vary with sample size.

For a given question on an SET form or questionnaire, assume that there are possible responses that can have given a total, \( n \), responses. The modified \( p \) chart can be depicted as:

\[
UCL = \bar{p} + 3 \sqrt{\frac{\bar{p}(1-\bar{p})}{n}}
\]

For a given question on an SET form or questionnaire, assume that there are possible responses that can have given a total, \( n \), responses. The modified \( p \) chart can be depicted as:

\[
LCL = \bar{p} - 3 \sqrt{\frac{\bar{p}(1-\bar{p})}{n}}
\]

The modified \( p \) chart as

\[
\bar{p} = \frac{\sum x}{\sum n}
\]
where \( n_k \) is the number of respondents on the \( k \)th SET survey. Because \( n_k \) can vary with \( k \), (1996), if varying limits are undesirable, simplified average limits for the total sample can be calculated based on an average sample size. Such a procedure is sometimes recommended for chart implementation when sample sizes vary (Gitlow, Gitlow, Oppenheim, & Oppenheim, 1995).

When historical or known values of the \( \bar{p} \) values are not available, the estimated \( p \) values can be calculated from the data as

\[
\bar{p} = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{\bar{p}} n_k}{\sum_{k=1}^{\bar{p}} n},
\]

where \( \bar{p} \) is the actual number of students giving response \( k \) on SET survey.

\( \bar{p} \)

z-Score Chart

Although SET data are not normally distributed, if class sizes are large, we can argue that the sample means may be close to normal. Moreover, it is common for administrators to use mean scores from classes. Marks and Connell used sample means in their procedure. We propose an alternative method for using the mean values, namely the monitoring of \( z \) scores.

Any sample mean \( \bar{p} \) derived from a population with a known mean and standard deviation is easily transformed into a standard normal distribution by computing

\[
z = \frac{\bar{p} - \mu}{\sigma / \sqrt{N}},
\]

where \( \bar{p} \) is the average rating for the course, \( \mu \) is the departmental mean for a particular question, \( \sigma \) is the departmental standard deviation for a particular question, and \( n \) is the number of students in a particular course. The departmental standard deviation of a particular question is computed as

\[
\sigma = \sqrt{\frac{1}{N} \sum_{k=1}^{N} (\bar{p}_k - \bar{p})^2},
\]

where \( N \) refers to the number of courses and \( \bar{p}_k \) refers to the mean evaluation for the \( k \)th course (\( k = 1, \ldots, \bar{p} \)). We can therefore compute \( z \) scores for each question on the SET survey and plot them on a control chart. As with the modified \( p \) chart, we adopt 3-sigma limits in this article because three standard errors encompass nearly all the normal distribution. As suggested by Sincich (1986), Younger (1979), and Ronald (1988), an observation is out of control when the absolute value of the \( z \) score, \(|z|\), exceeds 3.

In the following section, we compare the individuals, modified \( \bar{p} \) and \( \bar{p} \) score control charts in monitoring teaching performance.

Application of the Charts

Data analyzed in this article came from student teaching evaluations administered for 3 years within the management department of a large university located in the United States. In this article, we only focus on the question regarding “Overall-Teaching Effectiveness,” which is critical for evaluating instructors’ teaching performance. Once we identify any out-of-control points for the teaching effectiveness, we will generally go back to other questions and seek reasonable explanation for the phenomena. Student responses to the question of “Overall-
Teaching Effectiveness are based on the following five-point scale: Strongly agree = 5, Somewhat agree = 4, Neutral = 3, Somewhat disagree = 2, and Strongly disagree = 1. The number of students giving each response, the instructor averages and course level, class size, and student gender were recorded for each course. To avoid the problem that arises when composing the Shewhart control charts with insufficient observations, we filtered out those individual instructors who taught fewer than 10 courses across the observation time period.

After filtering out the courses enrolled with fewer than 10 students and those instructors who taught fewer than 10 courses, 158 distinct sections from spring semester of 1995 to spring semester of 1998 were identified for 18 faculty members, with the number of enrolled students varying from 10 to 75. Analysis of the results was straightforward. After identifying the 158 distinct courses, each instructor was analyzed at the individual level and the appropriate statistics were computed and charted on the different charts.

Before comparing the three control charts, we present an example of common SET data. Taking the teaching evaluation for the first course by instructor 1 in Fall semester of 1995 as an example, we see that the ratings are not distributed normally with most students rating the instructor at 4 (see Figure 1). With the limited sample size in these data, it is not appropriate to assume that the normal distribution applies (notwithstanding the central limit theorem). Hence, the control chart constants often used in traditional control charts (such as $\mu \pm 3\sigma$) may not be appropriate for these data.

![Figure 1: Nonnormal distribution of SET data set.](image)
**Individuals Chart**

Following Marks and Connell’s approach, we constructed the individuals charts for single evaluation means by pooling the data set and randomly selecting samples of size 2. In the present application, the 158 average instructor ratings were pooled, and we used Gauss to program and generate 1,000,000 random samples of size 2. The program calculated ranges for each sample and computed $\bar{R}$ to be the average of the 1,000,000 sample ranges.

Figure 2 shows the individuals chart based on the control limits of $\bar{X} \pm \frac{2}{3} \bar{R}$ Overall, the chart identifies only 1 out of 158 courses falling outside of the control limits. From the control chart, we conclude that all the other instructors perform well (at least within predictable limits) and only instructor 1’s performance is unusually low.

**Modified $p$ Chart**

In contrast, the modified $p$ chart, shown in Figure 3, shows 10 out of 158 courses falling outside of the control limits, with 3 of them falling above the upper control limit (UCL) and 7 below the lower control limit (LCL). Among the 18 instructors, instructors 1 and 3 are identified to perform considerably lower than average with 18.18% and 33.33% of course evaluations.
falling below the LCL, respectively. By comparison, instructor 11 is identified to perform considerably higher than average with 40% of course evaluations located above the UCL.

**Figure 3: Modified p chart.**

From the modified p chart, we identify five instructors (1, 2, 7, 9, and 13) that need to make improvement in their teaching performance by either developing a self-improvement plan or by consulting the other two instructors (3 and 11) whose performance is beyond the UCL.

**z-Score Chart**

The z-score chart (Figure 4) shows how far each course evaluation deviates from the average rating at the departmental level in terms of standard errors. Unlike the modified p chart, the z-score chart only identifies three instructors as being significantly different from the rest (i.e., three outside the control limits). They are instructors 2, 7, and 9, all of whom have scores below the lower limit. None of the instructors was shown to be significantly higher than the others, with no points falling above the upper limit.
Figure 4: z-score chart.

Comparison and Further Discussion

The control charts (individuals, modified and score charts) discussed in this article can individually identify sets of points falling out of the control limits and therefore provide us with insights regarding individual teaching performance and future improvement direction. Because they adopt different approaches in identifying points of interest, however, there is no consensus regarding which chart of teaching performance is the best. Therefore, we present a discussion of the relative merits and deficiencies of each approach. Table 1 provides a summary of the advantages and disadvantages associated with each of the three charts.

We start with the simplest measure to calculate, used in the score chart. The primary advantage of this measure is its ease of computation. This measure only requires the average score of each course, plus the mean and standard deviation of each course at the departmental level. The calculated z-scores are based on the student scores at the departmental level. As a result, these scores are useful tools for administrators to maintain a certain level of teaching performance. While easy to calculate and interpret, there are several drawbacks to score charts. First of all, which provides a higher estimate of the standard deviation, and hence wider relative control chart limits than those in the modified p chart. Second, there are no standard cutoff
values for what represents “good” agreement and no method of performing a statistical test if 3-sigma limits are unable to identify any out-of-control points. Because of the drawback, the and experience, which limits the application of *z*-score charts to SET data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sources</th>
<th>Single Measurement (Marks &amp; Connell, 2003)</th>
<th>z-Score Chart</th>
<th>Modified <em>p</em> Chart</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Advantages</td>
<td>• Intuitively logical</td>
<td>• Easy to compute</td>
<td>• Applicable to nonnormally distributed SET data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Can be used when only means are available to evaluators</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Intuitively logical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Difficult to interpret and needs prior experience when 3-sigma limits fail</td>
<td>• Relatively easy to program into a computer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disadvantages</td>
<td>• Subject to normal distribution</td>
<td>• Results in a higher estimate of the standard deviation and hence wider relative control limits</td>
<td>• Not well established in literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Do not have any time elements, invalidate the application of <em>x</em> chart in SET data</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Comparably complex in calculation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Overview of methods for analyzing student evaluation of teaching (SET) data.

The individuals chart is applicable under circumstances where SET means must be considered as individual units that cannot be conveniently divided into subgroups. Because single measurements of variables constitute a subgroup of size 1, the estimate of the process variability is measured as the moving range (the absolute value of the difference between each data point and the one that immediately preceded it). The disadvantages for using single measurement charts include the possible correlation in the moving ranges as well as potentially inflated control limits. Marks and Connell’s approach of using random samples of size 2 does not include any time elements and therefore can only identify one course falling out of control in our sample, which leads to an overly optimistic attitude toward teaching performance. Finally, it ignores the fact that classes have different sizes—the means are essentially treated the same whether they were computed from a class of 100 students or one of 10.

The modified *p* chart is recommended in this article as the best approach to analyze SET data for several reasons. First, it is applicable to nonnormally distributed SET data. The modified *p* chart utilizes distributions that are appropriate for categorical data, and the control limits can
vary with the sample (class) size. Second, it is intuitively logical and only needs the computation of the proportion of students who gave response $x$ among $k$ possible responses. As demonstrated in Figure 3, the modified $p$ chart identifies out-of-control points explicitly along the time horizon, which helps individual instructors and administrators monitor and improve teaching performance continuously. Compared with individual charts and z-score charts, the modified $p$ chart (Wardell & Candia, 1996) is not well established in the literature and it involves comparably complex computations to calculate the control limits. However, it is relatively easy to program the modified $p$ chart into a computer; therefore, it should be easy to calculate the limits in practice.

When we calculated and plotted the modified $p$ chart, we ordered the courses along a time horizon for each instructor. However, there are some cases where one instructor taught multiple classes during a certain semester. Under such conditions, we can choose to either combine those multiple course evaluations into a single value or leave them as is. We did not combine the teaching evaluations into a single score because we think the composite or average score cannot be an accurate reflection of the actual teaching performance.

To justify our approach, we refer to the concept of rational subgrouping proposed by Shewhart, where rational subgroups are composed of items which were produced under essentially the same conditions and each subgroup is formed by using consecutive units. In this article, all the evaluations are subgrouped by individual instructors and the evaluations within the same subgroup reflect the teaching performance of the same instructor.

A rational subgroup is simply “a sample in which all of the items are produced under conditions in which only random effects are responsible for the observed variation” (Nelson, 1988). The rational subgroup has the following characteristics:

- The observations composing the subgroup are independent.
- The observations within a subgroup are from a single, stable process.
- The subgroups are formed from observations taken in a time-ordered sequence.

The observations composing the subgroup in our study are independent and from a single, stable process. In addition, the observations forming the subgroup are arranged in a time-ordered sequence. In case one instructor taught multiple classes in a certain semester, the teaching evaluations for that instructor still meet the criteria because they are arranged in a time order considering all the rest of the courses taught by that instructor in other semesters.

To demonstrate our preference for the modified $p$ chart over the other charts, we take the teaching evaluation scores for instructors 2 and 11 as examples. For instructor 2, the modified $p$ chart identifies the eighth course (course 798, Autumn, 1996, presented by the first triangle in Figure 3) as falling below the LCL. None of the other charts identified this course as unusual. While comparing the out-of-control course with other classes taught by the same instructor, we find it is the first time for instructor 2 to teach course 798. In addition, the
instructor taught three courses for the same semester, which is unusual during our observation period. Based on the above observation, it is reasonable to expect the instructor to perform slightly lower than average for the class.

We next consider instructor 11, who performed extremely well during our observation period. On average, around 80% of the students rated the instructor at 5 and no students rated her/him below 3. Initially, we had the impression that instructor 11 performed far beyond other instructors in the business school and there is no need for him/her to make any further improvement, which is what we saw the individuals and z-score charts indicate. We still see variation in the performance for instructor 11, however, the modified $p$ chart identified two courses outside of the UCLs, which are courses 520, Spring semesters of 1995 and 1996 (presented by the second triangle in Figure 3).

As discussed above, to understand more completely the difference among the three charts discussed in this article, we have developed a list of several advantages and disadvantages for the three methods of monitoring SET data (see Table 1). Obviously, there are trade-offs between the charts, and each researcher or practitioner must make his or her own decision regarding which method is most appropriate. On the basis of our analysis and comparison, we suggest the modified $p$ chart as the best alternative for analyzing SET data.

**Conclusion**

We have provided a comparison of methods for analyzing SET data over time. Traditional $\bar{c}$ charts that assume normally distributed data may be biased because SET data are categorical and hence not normal. In addition, the large and varying sample sizes make the implementation of traditional charts complicated. To address this difficulty, we proposed two charts, namely, a modified $p$ chart and a $\bar{c}$ score chart, and compared them to an individuals chart proposed by Marks and Connell (2003) using teaching evaluation data from an eastern U.S. university. In spite of the relatively complex computation of control limits, the modified $p$ chart is shown to have better performance in terms of explicitly identifying out-of-control points and utilizing the actual distribution of SET data than the other two charts.

This article presents the research opportunity in resolving the issues surrounding the use of control charts to monitor SET data. One of the issues is to determine the applicability of various control charts given the information contained in the database. First, we conclude the modified $p$ chart is suitable to the nonnormally distributed data set. Second, under certain extreme situations where administrators are only presented with summary means, individual charts can be used to monitor evaluation scores. Other issues include making identification of special causes for the out-of-control points, generating recommendations for underperforming instructors, and automatically reporting on the teaching performance for each instructor and administrator. The above issues raise questions for further research in both quality control and decision support areas.
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